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Thomas Concrete Group named Employer of the Year  
in the construction and manufacturing industry 
  
 

Gothenburg, February 17, 2021 
 
 
The research and action platform Brilliant Future is now rewarding the employers with the 
most engaged employees in their industry. The Brilliant Awards – Employee Experience award 
is based on data from 185 organizations and a total of 235,000 employee surveys form the 
basis for the list. It can now be announced that the winner in the construction and 
manufacturing industry is Thomas Concrete Group. 
  
Thomas Concrete Group is the organization with the greatest employee engagement in the 
construction and manufacturing industry and has therefore been named the winner of the Employer of 
the Year in the Brilliant Awards – Employee Experience category. 

“I feel extremely pleased and proud of the entire Team Thomas. Over the years, both in Europe and 
the USA, we have collectively succeeded in creating ever better conditions for running and developing 
our company. Engaged employees are crucial for achieving our vision of being perceived as the best 
in the industry. This award is a wonderful confirmation that we are on the right track,” comments Hans 
Karlander, President and CEO of Thomas Concrete Group. 

The Brilliant Awards list and hand out awards to the companies that have succeeded in creating a 
workplace culture with many engaged employees. Data has been collected since January 1, 2020, 
and the results are based on a total of 235,000 employee surveys. 

“Our ongoing analyses show that engaged employees create loyal customers and strengthen the 
business. Thomas Concrete Group is showing the way and the importance of continuously surveying 
employee engagement within the organization in order to be aware of where the organization is and 
as input for activities to continue development,” says Andreas Ferm, CEO of Brilliant Future. 

  
 
For more information, please contact: 
Hans Karlander, President and CEO, Thomas Concrete Group AB,  
+46 010-450 50 00  |  hans.karlander@thomasconcretegroup.com 
  

About Thomas Concrete Group AB 
Thomas Concrete Group is a Swedish family-owned enterprise that produces and distributes high-quality 
concrete for site-cast construction. The company was established in 1955 in Karlstad, Sweden, by Martin Thomas 
and operations are currently conducted in the USA, Poland, Germany, Norway and Sweden. The head office is in 
Gothenburg, Sweden. The group has about 2,100 employees, produced 5.5 million m3 of concrete and had sales 
of approximately SEK 7.7 billion in 2019. The subsidiary in Sweden is Thomas Betong AB.                                                                                             
www.thomasconcretegroup.com 
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About Brilliant 
Brilliant is part of Wise Group and is one of the market’s leading data-driven research and insight platforms for 
customer and employee experiences. The company offers actionable and data-driven customer and employee 
insights that help companies and organizations to make decisions that strengthen their business. 
Brilliant continuously measures and analyzes employee and customer experiences. The results of Brilliant’s data 
show time and time again that engaged employees create loyal customers and affect the results on the bottom 
line. The company’s vision is to help companies and organizations around the world to unlock the potential of 
people. 
www.brilliantfuture.se  

http://www.brilliantfuture.se/

